
Nemo's Anonymized and Cleaned Fieldnotes for Day 6, Part 2

...

7PMish: We started walking to the on-ramp after we both ate and had repacked our bags. There we 
waited for some 1.5-2 hours during which no one stopped and became fairly demoralized. As the sun 
was starting to set, we began looking for a place to pitch a tent, so we moved on. We went to this one 
nearby house to ask if we could camp on their property, but there was no one home. 

Then we went to a nearby gas station to ask where we could set up, but they didn't know and the clerks 
couldn't let us pitch on the gas station land. Up and down the road were just hotels and corporate outfits 
and restaurants, nothing we thought would be conducive to our needs. So we crossed the street and 
scouted up an abandoned Daylight Donuts shop. We entered via a doorless back entry and noted that 
the place was pretty trashed up: old food wrappers and bottles on the floor, the ceiling tiles were moved 
around, some hanging precariously, some on the floor, some in place, and old office supplies, like an 
old computer tube monitor, a gutted tower PC and an old printer, were strewn across the floor of this 
room we accessed via the back entrance. 

This place looked alright and we hoped that the police would not be called on us. So we set down our 
foam mats on the tiled floor (first came the tarp) put out our ponchos in case it would rain heavily and 
we needed to cover ourselves and our bags (recall the doors of this back entrance, of which there 
should've been two, we missing from their frames) got in our sleeping bags, and I dozed off. 


